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When Mosul ended its COVID-19 lock-
down last month, health specialists
faced a disheartening reality: A deteri-

oration among youth with developmental disor-
ders and special needs in the northern Iraqi city.
Mosul’s few health centers treating these young
people had been shut for around four months to
stem the spread of the novel coronavirus, which
has infected more than 300,000 Iraqis and killed
over 8,000, according to official figures.

Hundreds of children diagnosed with various
conditions, including autism spectrum disorder
(ASD), were deprived of socialization classes,
speech training and physical therapy - all
described by doctors as essential. “The spread of
the coronavirus and the lockdown really affected
the situation for our young patients, as they were
not able to come to hospitals or treatment cen-
ters,” said Ilham Khattab, an autism specialist in
Mosul. “Their cases got worse and they had
relapses. It was disastrous.”

Decades of war and poor investment have left
hospitals across Iraq in bad shape, but the infra-
structure in Mosul - recaptured from the Islamic
State group in 2017 - is especially lacking. Even
now, there is only one operational general hospi-
tal in a city once seen as a destination for the
best medical care in the country.

The Fakhri Dabbagh Centre in Mosul’s east is
treating 170 children with symptoms of ASD and
other special needs, offering help free of charge.
Parents wait outside in the public facility’s
packed hallways as kids take rehabilitation
courses in two small rooms. 

Private clinics pricey 
While nurses are happy to see their patients

again, long-standing challenges remain. Nisrin
Hamdi, a 63-year-old social worker, told AFP the
center lacked equipment to provide speech and
motor skills sessions, while staff need advanced

training. “Our capabilities are limited and we
cannot absorb more patients. There’s not even a
transportation system to bring in patients” who
have trouble accessing the center, she said.

Private clinics offer help too, but their fees are
hefty for many Mosul families with no income.
One such private facility, the Special Giving
Institute, charges 120,000 dinars ($100) for a
month of rehabilitation programs. Its head, 35-
year-old Dr Ahmad Sufi, said he had noticed a
rise in cases of ASD across Nineveh province
since IS overran its capital Mosul in 2014.

He said staying at home - whether to hide
from IS rule or during a coronavirus lockdown -
can exacerbate the disorder. “We had about
4,000 cases (requiring treatment) in Nineveh
before IS. It reached around 6,000 under IS and
now we are at 10,000 cases,” Sufi told AFP.

In a small room, about a dozen children prac-
tice a short eight-note tune on keyboards to
improve their motor skills. “If these children are
not treated, their personal and psychological
development will deteriorate,” the clinic’s head,
Dr Mohammad Al-Qaisi, told AFP. Some studies
show increased screen time for young toddlers is
linked to a higher likelihood of ASD symptoms.

Umm Laith, whose four children are all being
treated at the Fakhri Dabbagh Centre, told AFP
that staying at home seemed to have set them
back. “Because I was afraid for my children, I
kept them watching television or playing with
their mobile phones. This isolation led to them
getting worse,” she said.

Struggling with stigma
Doctors complain of broader issues too,

including stigma. “One of the biggest challenges
we have is that even after diagnosing a child with
autism, their parents won’t accept it,” said
Rahmat Al-Zuhair, a health worker in Mosul.
“That affects how quickly we can begin treating

them.” Several international organizations in the
city are trying to plug the gap in aid and raise
awareness. They include Save the Children,
which has offered psychosocial support to
15,000 kids there since last year.

“The needs went up a lot with COVID-19 -
when the lockdown happened, many families in
Mosul called us asking when centers would
reopen,” said spokeswoman Amal Taif. She said
the lack of doctors for children with special
needs meant that symptoms of developmental
disabilities could go unnoticed or be misdiag-
nosed. “There are mental health workers, but
they don’t necessarily have expertise in children,
or (there are) pediatricians, but without a mental
health focus.”

And in Mosul, Taif pointed out, even basic
provisions that can help children with special
needs improve are often a long way away.
Access to education is limited, parents often
struggle to provide nutritious food for their
children, and families often still live in homes
still severely damaged by war, without electrici-
ty and running water. — AFP 

Children with special needs attend a class at a rehabilitation center in Iraq’s
northern city of Mosul on March 4, 2020. — AFP photos 

Girls with special needs pose for a picture at the Fakhri Dabbagh
Centre on the eastern side of Mosul on Feb 25, 2020. 

A social worker helps children with special needs to practice a short
eight-note tune to improve their motor skills at a rehabilitation center
Mosul on March 4, 2020. 

Lorries filled to the brim with goods labor
up and down the dangerously winding
and precipitous road of Hayjat al-Abed,

the mountainous lifeline to Yemen’s third largest
city. Unlike all other routes linking southwest
Taez to the rest of the war-torn country, the
road - with its dizzying drop-offs into the val-
ley below - is the only one that has not fallen
into the hands of the Houthi rebels.

Some 500,000 inhabitants of the city, which
is besieged by the Iran-backed Houthis,
depend on the seven-kilometer stretch of
crater-filled road for survival, as the long con-
flict between the insurgents and the govern-
ment shows no signs of abating. Convoys of
vehicles big and small move at a snail’s pace as
they squeeze past each other on the narrow
road that has been severely damaged over the
years by heavy rainfall.

“As you can see, it is full of potholes, and we
face dangerous slopes,” Marwan Al-Makhtary,
a young truck driver, told AFP. “Sometimes
trucks can no longer move forward, so they
stop and roll back.” Makhtary said nothing was
being done to fix the road, and fears are
mounting that the inexorable deterioration will
ultimately bring the supply of goods to a halt.

Dozens of Taez residents on Tuesday urged
the government to take action, forming a human
chain along the road - some of them carrying

signs saying: “Save Taez’s Lifeline”. “We
demand the legitimate government and local
administration accelerate efforts to maintain
and fix the road,” said one of the protesters,
Abdeljaber Numan. “This is the only road that
connects Taez with the outside world, and the
blocking of this artery would threaten the city.”

‘Humanitarian disaster’ 
Sultan Al-Dahbaly, who is responsible for

road maintenance in the local administration,
said the closure of the road would represent a
“humanitarian disaster” in a country already in
crisis and where the majority of the popula-

tion is dependent on aid. “It is considered a
lifeline of the city of Taez, and it must be serv-
iced as soon as possible because about five
million people (in the province) would be
affected,” he told AFP.

Governance in Taez is complicated, with the
internationally recognized government practi-
cally absent and the city split and under the
control of rival groups - some linked to Yemen’s
Muslim Brotherhood-influenced Al-Islah party
and others to Salafists, another Islamist move-
ment. Meanwhile, the city’s government-
appointed governor Nabil Shamsan has little
power, and any influence over the province is
undermined by internal divisions.

Yemen has been ravaged by the five-year
conflict between the Houthis and the govern-
ment, which is supported by a Saudi-led mili-
tary coalition. The United Nations has called it
the world’s worst humanitarian crisis with tens
of thousands killed since 2015. — AFP 

Vehicles are pictured on a broken road, the only travel route between
Yemen’s cities of Taez and Aden, on Sept 23, 2020. — AFP photos 


